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Pied Turquoisines

by Mark Runnals
Braden fan, Florida
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to produce some of the most beautiful
pied turquoisines available in Europe
today.

It is intere ting to note that the pied
genetic factor turned out to be a ex
linked mutation and wa therefore
quite ea to establish. All one really
needed wa a pied male mated to a nor
mal hen and the ne t results would be
pied hens and split males. This also
makes it easy to sex the birds in the nest
instead of having to wait for the juvenile
moult. As in other pied mutations, the
amount ofpied color varies from bird to
bird and a nest may contain ome
outstanding pieds and other birds that
are 1100rly marked.
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~ sexing the birds even when they get
ro
2 older. On these birds the wing patch
E that is red on the shoulder of the nor
~ mally colored males converts to a
& beautiful orange-red and may be found

on both male and females. The hens
will u ually only how a small patch of
orange on the houlder while in male it
extend down the wing. The male's
head al 0 eem to get a mall band of
white at the forehead where the
feather begin whereas the hens seldom
have this. With a little practice it
becomes fairly easy to sex even the most
difficult pieds. But there is always the
exception to the rule.

I was very fortunate to be able to meet
Bob on my trip to Europe in 1980 when
I expres ed an interest in the pieds he
was rai ing. Since that trip I have kept in
touch with him and in eptember 1983 I
was able to acquire six pairs of pied . I
brought the birds into the government
tation in ew York and they were

released in October and sent to me by a
friend.

At this writing we have all the pairs
et up and are awai ting this pring

breeding ea on. It is hoped we will be
able to rai e everal nest of the e
beautiful bird .

Ralph mith of California also
brought in four male pied turquoisines
from Germany 0 it i hoped that
several strain of pieds will be establish
ed for all breeders in the nited States to
enjoy, •

Heavy pied turquoisine hen alongside a
young male.

Pied female turquoisine.

The pied turquoisines are indeed a
welcome arrival to the breeder of

eophemas. This mutation wa
developed in the etherlands some 12
years ago and it has taken about that
long to establi h a good strain of suffi
cient numbers of bird .

The pied were developed by Bob
Fregeres of Den Dolder, etherlands.
He noticed that several of his birds had a
few yellow feathers scattered about the
normally green areas of the body. Feel
ing that this should be looked into he
mated several of these birds together.
After several uccessful generations and
much selective breeding, Bob managed

(414) 685-2929
(800) 558-8815
outside Wisconsin

QUALITY MIXES
at affordable prices

CUSTOM MIXES
per hundred Ibs.

Cockatiel $28.50
Lovebird $28.50

Deluxe Parakeet $22.00
Deluxe Parrot .. $33.50

also mixes for Canary and Finch
Send for our complete price list . . .

many other seed items available and
smaller quantities.

ELM' S AVIARY
Northern California's home of the

Scarlet Chested Parakeet

Catering to serious breeders ofGrass
Parakeets (Neophemas). Rare types

and mutations of all Australians.
This year's orders now being

taken for all Neophemas.

Quantity
discounts
available.

FOR SALE
Young Scarlet Chested

Turquoisines
Elegants Bourkes

Yellow Bourkes
Rose Bourkes Blue Wings

Jack Marlatte
Danville, CA

(415) 837-1320
All our birds are extremely healthy and robust due

to outdoor breeding. No cage breeding allowed.
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Macaws
Cockatoos
Amazons
1clectus
African Greys
And Others

Call or write for a price list or additional information - David Kotin
16425 PLACERITA CANYON ROAD NEWHALL, CALIFORNIA 91321 PHONE: (805) 252-3455


